DRAFT RULE

RULE NO: 68A-15.005 RULE TITLE: Quota Permits; Antlerless Deer Permits; Special-Opportunity Permits.

PURPOSE AND EFFECT: The purpose of the proposed rule amendment is to revise regulations pertaining to quota permits. The effect of the proposed rule amendment will be to enable the agency to better manage fish and wildlife resources.

SUMMARY: The proposed rule amendment would allow exempt hunters to bring an assistant or supervisor that may participate in the hunt, provided they have all required licenses and permits (except for a quota permit), but shall not harvest wildlife with a gun. Additionally, the proposed rule amendment would provide non-substantive technical changes, such as grammatical corrections, language standardization, or clarification of an existing rule.

THE FULL TEXT OF THE PROPOSED RULE IS AS FOLLOWS:

68A-15.005 Quota Permits; Antlerless Deer Permits; Special-Opportunity Permits.

(1) No change.

(2) Quota Permits – Quota permits shall be issued for the following hunt types as described below and as designated by order of the Executive Director. A quota permit holder may take the bag limit of wildlife during the hunt designated on the quota permit as established by Commission rule.

(a) No change.

(b) Quota Permit Exemptions.

1. through 8. No change.

9. Persons exempt from obtaining a quota permit for a hunt may bring an assistant or supervisor that may participate in the hunt, provided the assistant or supervisor has required licenses and permits (except for a quota permit) and shall not take wildlife with a gun.

(c) through (e) No change.

(3) through (5) No change.

PROPOSED EFFECTIVE DATE: July 1, 2017